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Item 7.01. Regulation FD Disclosure.
 
On March 26, 2018, the Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of Baker Hughes, a GE company (the “Company”), Lorenzo Simonelli, will present at the Scotia Howard Weil 2018 Annual Energy
Conference in New Orleans, LA at 5:10 p.m. Eastern time. Copies of the presentation and accompanying transcript are furnished with this Form 8-K as Exhibit 99.1 and Exhibit 99.2, respectively, and incorporated
into this Item 7.01 by reference. In accordance with General Instructions B.2. of Form 8-K, the information shall not be deemed “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, except as shall be expressly set forth by specific reference in such a filing.
 
This presentation and transcript (and oral statements made regarding the subjects of this presentation and transcript) may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, (each a “forward-looking statement”). The words “anticipate,” “believe,” “ensure,” “expect,” “if,” “intend,” “estimate,”
“project,” “foresee,” “forecasts,” “predict,” “outlook,” “aim,” “will,” “could,” “should,” “potential,” “would,” “may,” “probable,” “likely,” and similar expressions, and the negative thereof, are intended to identify
forward-looking statements. There are many risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from our forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are also affected by the
risk factors described in the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K for the annual period ended December 31, 2017 and those set forth from time to time in other filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”). The documents are available through the Company’s website at: www.investors.bhge.com or through the SEC’s Electronic Data Gathering and Analysis Retrieval (“EDGAR”) system at:
www.sec.gov. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement.
 
In addition to financial results determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) that are included in the presentation, certain information included therein could be considered non-
GAAP financial measures (as defined under the SEC’s Regulation G). Any non-GAAP financial measures should be considered in addition to, and not as an alternative for, or superior to, operating income (loss)
cash flows or other measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP as more fully discussed in the Company’s financial statements, including the notes thereto, and filings with the SEC.
 
Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits. (Information furnished in this Item 9.01 is furnished pursuant to Item 7.01.)
 

(d) Exhibits.
 
99.1* Presentation of Baker Hughes, a GE company, dated March 26, 2018.
99.2* Transcript of Lorenzo Simonelli, Chairman, President and CEO, of Baker Hughes, a GE company, dated March 26, 2018.

* Furnished herewith
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Exhibit 99.1

Not to be copied, distributed, or reproduced without prior approval. © 2018 Baker Hughes, a GE company - All rights reserved. Scotia Howard Weil 2018 Energy Conference Lorenzo Simonelli Chairman & CEO March 26, 2018



 

2 This presentation (and oral statements made regarding the subjects of this presentation) may contain forward - looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, (e ach a “forward - looking statement”). The words “anticipate,” “believe,” “ensure,” “expect,” “if,” “intend,” “estimate,” “project,” “foresee,” “f orecasts,” “predict,” “outlook,” “aim,” “will,” “could,” “should,” “potential,” “would,” “may,” “probable,” “likely,” and similar expressions, and the negativ e t hereof, are intended to identify forward - looking statements. There are many risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from our forward - looking statements. These forward - looking statements are also affected by the risk factors described in the Company’s annual rep ort on Form 10 - K for the annual period ended December 31, 2017; and those set forth from time to time in other filings with the Securities and Ex change Commission (“SEC”). The documents are available through the Company’s website at: www.investors.bhge.com or through the SEC’s Electronic Da ta Gathering and Analysis Retrieval (“EDGAR”) system at: www.sec.gov. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward - loo king statement. On July 3, 2017, we closed our previously announced transaction to combine the Oil & Gas business of General Electric Company (" GE Oil & Gas") and Baker Hughes Incorporated ("Baker Hughes"). The Company presents its financial results in accordance with GAAP which incl ude s the results of Baker Hughes and GE Oil & Gas from the transaction closing date of July 3, 2017. However, management believes that using a ddi tional non - GAAP measures on a "Combined Business Basis" will enhance the evaluation of the profitability of the Company and its ongoing ope rations. Combined business results combine the results of GE Oil & Gas with Baker Hughes as if the closing date had occurred on the fi rst day of all periods presented. The business combination impacts only the Oilfield Services and Digital Solutions segments. Accordingly, no recon cil iation is presented for our other segments, Oilfield Equipment and Turbomachinery & Process Solutions. All combined business results presented in th is presentation are unaudited. Such combined business results are not prepared in accordance with Article 11 of Regulation S - X. See Exhibit 99. 2 in our Current Report on Form 8 - K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on January 24, 2018, which includes a reconciliation of the combined business information contained herein from financial results prepared in accordance with GAAP.



 

Last 12 months 3 • Transaction closed on schedule … started trading as BHGE in July 2017 • Customer reception very positive … gaining traction across product lines • Focused on fundamentals … HSE, quality, operations • Synergies on track … $119M in 2H’17, $700M in 2018 • Priorities clear … gain share, grow margins, generate cash



 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 2017 2018E 2019E Global Liquids Demand ( MMbbl /d) Rest of World North America Asia 4 Macro outlook positive: rangebound oil prices driven by demand growth, stock reductions & US production growth Global liquids demand rising US crude stocks declining Source: IHS Markit , EIA $40 $45 $50 $55 $60 $65 $70 400 410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490 500 $ / Bbl Crude Oil Stocks (MBbls) U.S. Ending Stocks of Crude Oil 5-Year Average U.S. Crude Inventory WTI Cushing Spot +1.4% +1.3% +1.4% +0.7% +2.9% +2.4%



 

(2) - 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 China & Other Asia Europe Japan, South Korea, & Taiwan North America South America Middle East & North Africa Δ LNG Imports ‘16 - ’17 (Million Tons) 5 Gas gaining share, LNG trade doubling by 2040 11% increase in global LNG imports in ‘17 Source: BP 2018 Energy Outlook, IHS Markit 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 2016 2040 Global Gas Trade ( Bcf /d) Non-traded gas Pipeline LNG +22% +26% LNG +4 - 5% CAGR Gas +1.5% CAGR 0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 2010 2020 2030 2040 Share of Primary Energy Consumption by Fuel Oil Coal Gas Gas outpacing other fossils … LNG demand remains strong



 

BHGE is uniquely positioned across the value chain 6 Note: 2017 revenues on a combined business and ASC 605 basis. See 4Q’17 and TY’17 earnings release for GAAP to Non - GAAP reconciliation. Oilfield Services (OFS) • Drilling & Evaluation, Completions, Artificial Lift, Chemicals + Industrial Services • Industry leading products and solutions … strong global presence Oilfield Equipment (OFE) • Subsea Production Systems, BOPs, Flexible Risers, Wellheads, Subsea Services, Surface Pressure Control • Strong execution & technology pipeline Turbomachinery & Process Solutions (TPS) • Centrifugal & Reciprocating Compressors + Drivers, Aftermarket Services, Pumps & Valves • Significant installed base … $14B service backlog Digital Solutions (DS) • Best in class sensing & measurement technology • Differentiated software offerings … >120 APM customers $10.3B 2017 Revenue $6.3B 2017 Revenue $2.7B 2017 Revenue $2.5B 2017 Revenue



 

BHGE is differentiated in the gas market 7 *For small/mid - scale liquefaction LNG operations • Liquefaction modules equipment + services • Gas treatment and process engineering* Concept design • Gaffney - Cline and Associates • Oil and gas consulting • JewelSuite Fuel transportation • Pipeline compression • Measurement and controls Well construction and production • Rotary steerable systems • Large bore gas completions • Subsea field development • Oilfield power gen and gas reinjection End customer • LNG/CNG fueling • Power generation INTEGRATED GAS VALUE CHAIN High efficiency equipment and services Physical + data science Technology + commercial innovation Integrated fullstream operations ENABLERS



 

TPS is the technology leader in critical applications … compression & power gen for every segment 8 BHGE Position Customer Value Drivers ’14 - ’17 Equipment Revenue % ~30 % • Time to market • Scope integration • Availability • References ~30 % • Efficiency • Plug & play ~15% • Low capex • Efficiency ~15% • Efficiency • Turnkey ~10% Broad equipment offering across the value chain, supported by after - market services 2017 after - market services ~55% of TPS revenue On & Offshore Production Liquefied Natural Gas Pipeline & Gas Processing Refinery & Petrochemical Industrial Note: Revenues on a combined business and ASC 605 basis. See 4Q’17 and TY’17 earnings release for GAAP to Non - GAAP reconciliation.



 

Clear strategic priorities for TPS … maintain leadership position, return to normalized margins 1. LNG leadership … capture growth opportunities 2. Optimize service capability, readiness 3. Expand aggressively into industrial space 4. Position for the future … simplification, cost out 9



 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 2015 2018 2021 2024 2027 2030 MTPA LNG supply on stream LNG supply under construction Unmet Demand 1. LNG leadership … capture growth opportunities Supply gap developing … investment needed BHGE positioned to win Upgrade existing BHGE installations • Deploy latest technology to increase total system throughput and efficiency A Brownfield expansion & train additions • Large BHGE installed base presents significant opportunity for customers to increase production with proven technology B Partnering with customers for greenfield projects • Most referenced tech + unique aftermarket model with performance guarantees position BHGE for success C • Supply / demand imbalance from 2022+ • Near - term FID’s required to meet demand 10 Source: IHS Markit Most referenced technology Leading edge new products Highest availability + +



 

2015 2016 2017 2018E Services Backlog Major Inspection & Modular Replacement Events 2015 2016 2017 2018E Installed Base Transactional Services Revenue 2. Optimize service capability … readiness to serve Large, distributed installed base driving transactional services • Customers depleting safety stock, minimizing opex ... service spend per unit down significantly • Service win - rate remains high • Positioned to serve customers when demand returns • Significant backlog and installed base growth since 2015 • Fewer contractual service events in 2H’17 and 2018 due to outage cycle • ‘16 - ’19 capacity additions reach milestones in late ’18 - early ‘19 $14B TPS services backlog driven by LNG long - term service agreements 11 Installed Base ~4,900 CCs ~3,000 GTs ~2,600 RCs LNG Installed Base ~470 CCs ~400 GTs



 

3. New technology opening industrial space opportunity • On - and offshore platforms • Pipeline stations • Cogeneration • Combined cycle NovaLT gas turbines … at leading edge of performance envelope 12 Market opportunity BHGE value proposition • Demand driven by outdated infrastructure & policy changes • ~$2B annual TAM • Highest reliability / availability … 99% • Up to 85% cogeneration efficiency … best - in - class • Low emission … 15 ppm NOx Applications LT5 LT8 LT12 LT16 Commercially available Commercially available



 

4. Position for the future … drive simplification & cost out 13 • Driving lower product and services cost … digital enablement, additive manufacturing • Simplify global footprint and backoffice … optimize service hubs, leverage COE’s • Optimize manufacturing footprint … site rationalization ~$0.2B annualized cost out



 

14 Summary • Macro environment encouraging • Integration efforts and synergies on track • TPS focus … LNG, optimized services, new markets, cost out • Priorities clear … gain share, grow margins, generate cash
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Lorenzo Simonelli, Chairman & CEO Scotia Howard Weil Energy Conference – 26 March 2018
 
Good morning. It is a pleasure to be here in New Orleans again. I spoke here 12 months ago but this is the first time officially as Baker Hughes, a GE company. I would like to thank Scotia Howard Weil, and Blake
Hutchinson in particular, for the invitation to speak this year.
 
Before I begin, let me remind you that some of the statements I will be making today are forward-looking, and involve risks and uncertainties that could cause our results to differ materially from those projected in
these statements. I therefore refer you to our latest 10-K filing and our other SEC filings.
 
Last year on this stage I presented to you our vision of BHGE, and the opportunities we saw for the new company to deliver value for customers, employees, and shareholders. We have made great progress in the
past 12 months, and specifically in the past nine months that we have operated as BHGE.
 
We closed the transaction in record time on July 3rd, and began trading on the New York Stock Exchange on July 5th.
 
Leading up to the close, and in the months since then, we have seen a very positive response from our customers. They see the value we bring as a combined company, and they want us to succeed. We have had
initial success with our integrated offerings winning deals like Twinza and Siccar Point and we expect to continue to see progress on these new commercial models.
 
We are focused on the fundamentals of operating safely and with integrity, delivering high quality products and services, and performing for our customers in the field. On HSE we continue to drive a strong culture
of safety for our employees, our customers and everyone involved in our operations. Since the implementation of the Perfect HSE Day program in July 2017, we have achieved 111 Perfect HSE days, a fantastic
achievement for the BHGE team
 
From the moment we closed the deal we began executing on our synergy plans, and delivered a total of $119 million in 2017. Our 2018 target of $700 million in synergies remains firmly on track.
 
Throughout the past year, our priorities have not changed and are very clear to everyone in our organization. We remain focused on growing market share, improving margins, and generating more cash.
 
Let me set the stage for today’s discussion by looking at the market. Overall, the macro backdrop is more positive than what we have seen in several years.
 
Looking at the oil market, we see global demand rising at a steady pace, driven by an improved GDP outlook for the United States and Europe, and particularly the economies in Asia which are expected to add
nearly a million barrels per day of demand in 2018.
 
While US shale production has surprised to the upside, growing total domestic production to more than 10 million barrels per day, OPEC and Russia are committed to production cuts through the end of 2018.
 
We have seen a draw on US crude inventories that have pulled stocks closer to the five-year average. These factors have resulted in a market equilibrium, which, we expect, will keep crude prices relatively
rangebound in 2018.
 
This recent price stability has resulted in a customer spend forecast that shows solid year over year growth for short cycle businesses, particularly in North America where operators continue to grow rig and well
counts.
 
Looking at the gas market, we see the share of energy consumption shifting more to gas over the next decades. Gas consumption is expected to grow more than twice as fast as any other fossil fuel through 2040, at
roughly 1.5% per year. On global gas trade, we expect LNG demand to more than double to 500 MTPA by 2040, growing at a pace of 4-5% per year. As a result, many of our customers are planning a shift in their
portfolios to reflect this market bias towards gas.
 
The industry and the market more broadly were surprised by the pace of LNG demand growth in 2017, as global imports grew 11%, or nearly 30 million tons versus 2016. China alone accounted for growth of 12.5
million tons, more than doubling the previous consensus forecast. We saw similar unexpected growth in South Korea, Turkey, Pakistan, and especially across Europe where imports grew 22%, exceeding
expectations.
 
This increasing appetite for LNG, and the lack of recent project FIDs points to the LNG supply - demand balance tightening, further supporting our belief that LNG capacity must be added to meet demand early in
the next decade. I will spend more
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time on that in a few moments, but overall, we believe the macro environment for gas is a tailwind for the products and solutions we offer at BHGE.
 
With this constructive market backdrop across both oil and gas, let me illustrate how our portfolio is set up for success across the hydrocarbon value chain.
 
We have a unique set of businesses to address the industry’s most critical needs.
 
Our Oilfield Services segment provides industry leading products and solutions to the upstream oil and gas sector. This business has a long history of innovation and technology differentiation, resulting in strong
positions in drilling services, bits, completions, artificial lift, and chemicals.
 
Our Oilfield equipment segment offers a suite of leading subsea production systems, flexibles, and BOPs. The business has a strong track record of execution, and the ability to deliver on new fullstream business
models, setting us apart from our competitors and providing significant value to customers.
 
The Digital Solutions business marries industry leading measurement and sensing technology with a world class software offering to provide data analytics capabilities to our customers. It operates across a number
of end markets, and is well positioned to benefit from the secular trends of digitization and industrial connectivity.
 
Lastly, the Turbomachinery & Process Solutions segment is a highly differentiated equipment and aftermarket services business with an offering that spans across upstream, midstream, and downstream. With a
strong presence in gas applications, this segment is uniquely positioned to benefit from the macro trends we discussed earlier where gas, and LNG in particular, will outpace other fossil fuels over the coming
decades.
 
As you can see, we have a really differentiated set of businesses with broad capabilities.
 
One area where we have a strong core competency is around the integrated gas value chain.
 
So how do we support our customers in their increasing focus on gas? At BHGE we partner with our customers from concept design to end use.
 
Our Gaffney-Cline business has set up a new gas practice and our io Consulting joint venture with McDermott is focused on helping customers move from concept, to project design.
 
We have the leading portfolio in large bore gas completions, and our high pressure, high temperature subsea trees and wellheads are especially well suited for offshore gas fields. In projects like Prelude, Gorgon, the
North Field, and most recently Tortue, BHGE is delivering leading technology.
 
As you continue on the value chain, we are the reference point in global LNG liquefaction, and we also have a strong presence in the transportation of gas, and through to customer end uses.
 
Given the importance of gas in the coming decades, and BHGE’s unique offering in gas, I wanted to spend some more time today on the Turbomachinery & Process Solutions segment.
 
TPS continues to be a leader in several high-tech development areas that are of critical importance to our customers and their value chain. We provide compression and power generation capabilities for every
segment of the oil and gas industry, and beyond, as we provide some of our products and solutions to the industrial space.
 
It is important to understand that the TPS business sells its’ differentiated technologies into five spaces: upstream production, LNG, pipeline and gas processing, refinery and petrochemical, and the broader
industrial space.
 
I would like to highlight a few key points.
 
First and most importantly, TPS’ competitive position and its ability to generate high margins and high returns remains very much intact. It has very differentiated technology with leading market positions and a
captive aftermarket services portfolio – particularly in LNG.
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As we said on our fourth quarter earnings call, TPS is working through lower margin equipment backlog and is seeing reduced transactional services activity. As a result, margins in the segment are lower than
previous years.
 
Over the past two years our largest and most differentiated segments, upstream production and LNG, which typically generate above average margins, have contributed significantly less equipment revenue. At the
same time other segments like refinery and petrochemical have contributed relatively more revenue. This has had a negative mix impact on our equipment business.
 
Our ability and willingness to reduce cost in line with declining volume in segments like LNG is limited as we do not want to diminish the capabilities that make us the leader in the space. Accordingly, our
decrementals are very challenging as we have seen in recent quarters, but our incrementals on the way back up will be strong as well.
 
Furthermore, we have continued to invest in R&D during this down cycle to maintain and improve our leadership positions as well as grow our addressable market – particularly in the industrial space.
 
Lastly, our service model remains intact. 55% of TPS’ 2017 revenues came from aftermarket services. This is a powerful economic engine through the cycle and I will provide you some more details on our service
business in a moment.
 
Let me take you through our strategic priorities for TPS over the next 24 months.
 
First, we will maintain our leadership position in LNG and capture the significant growth opportunities in the space.
 
Second, we will optimize and maintain our service capability for when outage schedules pick up and transactional services snap back.
 
Third, we will expand into underpenetrated markets such as the industrial space.
 
And fourth we will simplify the structure of the business and drive cost out.
 
Executing on these strategic priorities coupled with the market dynamics we currently expect will help the business to return to normalized margins in the mid-teens by late 2019.
 
Maintaining our LNG leadership position is critical for us and we’re preparing for the market to rebalance and new projects to move forward.
 
Market forecasts point to a supply - demand rebalance in the 2022 to 2023 timeframe as demand continues to grow at a healthy pace, and capacity additions slow. Project cycle times imply new FIDs will be
required in 2018 and 2019 to meet growing demand, and we expect to see these materialize as we move through the year.
 
Our leading products have been operating in some of the world’s most challenging environments for almost 20 years. Our gas turbine drivers and compression equipment power all seven trains for the world’s
largest LNG producer in Qatar, operating in harsh desert conditions.
 
BHGE compression trains and gas turbines have been operating at the Sakhalin-2 LNG plant in Subarctic Russia for almost 10 years. BHGE equipment also plays an integral part of the liquefaction process for the
Prelude FLNG project, the world’s largest floating offshore facility.
 
In terms of adding new capacity, upgrades and de-bottlenecking of existing facilities is one way to increase production. At BHGE, we work closely with our customers to evaluate opportunities to increase output
while continuing to deliver superior reliability and efficiency. Upgrades of existing facilities involve a high degree of complexity as system configurations have to be adjusted, allowing us to deploy our latest
technology in order to help our customers increase throughput and efficiency.
 
Brownfield expansions and train additions are another way to increase production of existing plants while limiting up front infrastructure investment. Most of the time storage tanks, jetties, and auxiliary systems are
already in place. Additionally, customers can leverage existing train designs to speed up time to first LNG. This is a great opportunity for BHGE to further strengthen our relationships with customers through our
large installed base and expand on our existing long-term service agreements that guarantee uptime and reliability.
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Lastly, greenfield projects. As I said earlier, our customers are facing a different environment now than they did in the last build cycle. Offtake agreements have shifted to smaller volumes and shorter durations, and
we expect to see smaller, more modular projects playing a bigger role. With our expertise, relationships and global reach we are uniquely positioned to help our customers navigate this environment.
 
With more than 470 compressors and 400 gas turbines in LNG applications, we understand technology and execution requirements specific to each project. We have the ability to adjust our offering from equipment
supplier to systems provider, to support stick-build or modular execution and to succeed at scale globally, often in harsh and extreme operating conditions.
 
Over the last few years, despite the downturn in the industry, we have continued to invest in technology to drive differentiation and value for our customers. We introduced the LM2500+G5, the LM6000 PF+, and
launched the LM9000 gas turbine last year. These technologies allow us and our customers to operate longer between service events, reduce emissions, and deliver more power, which lower our customers’ total
cost of ownership.
 
BHGE is positioned to capture the growth opportunities in the LNG space. We have the most referenced technology, have continued to invest into leading edge products, and we offer the highest availability and
reliability in the industry.
 
Now, let me take a moment to explain the overall dynamics of our service business.
 
Our service portfolio is approximately 50% transactional in nature, predominantly from our significant installed based in the upstream production space, and 50% is covered by long-term service agreements,
predominantly driven by our installed based in LNG.
 
The transactional business is less predictable, more on an ad-hoc basis and has a limited backlog given its fast cycle. Our activity under long-term services agreements is much more predictable. We have $14 billion
of services backlog in the TPS segment.
 
First, let me walk through the transactional service business.
 
We have seen a significant slowdown in transactional services as customers continue to expand the time between maintenance events, run operations with significantly lower safety stock, and push out maintenance.
We see this dynamic playing out particularly in the on and offshore production space where customers have been focused on minimizing opex while maximizing production throughout this cycle.
 
The graph shows that even though our installed base has grown, revenue has stayed roughly flat, resulting in service spend per unit being the lowest in many years. We believe the current level of spend per unit is
unsustainably low. In other words, this is a question of “when” not “if” transactional activity picks back up.
 
Our win rate on transactional services remains very high, and margin rates remain strong. We are ready to service this market when demand returns. While timing is more difficult to predict, the return of more
normalized revenue levels for transactional services will be accretive to margins.
 
Next, on long-term service agreements.
 
Our long term contractual services portfolio is driven by LNG, as the vast majority of our equipment sold into the LNG space is covered under such agreements.
 
The units we install typically undergo maintenance intervals, or outages, every three to four years. We saw outages on many of the pre-2014 installations in late 2016 and early 2017, driving higher service activity
for us in that period.
 
We see a similar dynamic with our more recent installations, primarily in North America and Australia. Between 2016 and 2019 the industry will add approximately 150 MTPA of nameplate capacity which is
reflected in our increased service backlog and the growth in our active installed base. The equipment was delivered a few years ago and we expect outages and maintenance intervals to start to pick up in late 2018
and into 2019.
 
Throughout market cycles, we continue to drive productivity across our services portfolio to both lower our costs and improve operating outcomes for our customers.
 
We started investing into leading technology solutions in the lower megawatt range three years ago. We see a significant opportunity in this approximately $2 billion market where existing infrastructure is outdated,
and policy changes are pushing customers to focus more on reducing emissions and footprint, while the decentralization of power generation calls for smaller, more modular solutions, all overlaid with a digital
capability to optimize performance.
 
We are developing the NovaLT family of gas turbines where we offer best-in-class efficiency and emissions, and serve a broad range of applications from offshore to pipeline to industrial markets. These turbines
deliver 99% availability while being on the leading edge of the performance envelope of efficiency versus power.
 
We have already seen some great traction with these new products. In 2017, we were awarded a contract for the installation of two NovaLT gas turbines in Italy for an industrial application. We also secured a
contract to supply a cogeneration power plant with our 16.5-megawatt gas turbine, which will deliver electricity to our customers' facility in Malaysia and apply a waste recovery process, increasing energy
efficiency and lowering CO2 emissions.
 
We also recently announced that we are delivering 10 NovaLT 16 gas turbines to a customer in Vietnam, the first time this technology will be deployed in an offshore environment.
 
With our growing range of competitive products, we have set aggressive growth targets for a market in which we have historically been under-represented.
 
As we told you during our fourth quarter earnings conference call we also took a hard look at the business’ cost structure. We have initiated a targeted cost out program.
 
Our plan is to take out around $0.2 billion of annualized cost. We expect a significant amount of these savings to come through in the second half of 2018 and support improved margins.
 
We are approaching this from a couple of different angles:
 
The first step is driving lower product and services cost by looking at everything from product design to manufacturing to installation.
 
We are also simplifying our global footprint to create service hubs, which reduce cost, without sacrificing salesforce coverage.
 
In addition, we are focused on optimizing our manufacturing footprint, as well as product line headquarter costs to reflect the new realities of the market.
 
We believe all these cost out actions will create a better and more profitable franchise and prepare us for the future.
 
Before I wrap up, I would like to give you an update on the first quarter.
 
When we talked about our outlook for the different segments on our fourth quarter earnings call we said we expect margins in our OFS segment to improve sequentially, driven by synergies and better execution. We
also said that we expect TPS margins to be pressured in the medium term with a more favorable outlook in the second half of 2018.
 
This is playing out largely in line with what we expected for the first quarter. However, we now expect margins in TPS to be slightly lower than initially anticipated. We expect this to be offset by better performance
in the other businesses.
 
We expect these first quarter impacts to balance out through the course of the year.
 
Finally, let me summarize what we have covered today.
 
The current macro environment is the most encouraging we have seen in some time with demand growing and commodity prices relatively stable.
 
Our integration efforts at BHGE are progressing well, and our synergies are on track.
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In our TPS business we are focused on the four imperatives of maintaining our position in LNG, strengthening our services business, expanding into under-penetrated markets, and driving cost out. We expect the
business to return to normalized margins in the medium term.
 
We remain focused on our priorities of gaining share, improving margins, and generating cash.
 
Thank you very much, and I look forward to seeing you all again soon.
 


